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Abstract
We consider the Standard Model as an effective theory at the weak scale v of a
generic new strong interaction that dynamically breaks electroweak symmetry at
the energy scale Λ ∼ (few) TeV. Assuming only the minimal field content with
the Standard Model fermions and gauge bosons, but without a light Higgs par-
ticle, we construct the complete Lagrangian through next-to-leading order, that
is, including terms of order v2/Λ2. The systematics behind this expansion is clar-
ified. Although similar to chiral perturbation theory, it is not governed by the
dimension of operators alone, but depends in an essential way on the loop expan-
sion. Power-counting formulas are derived that indicate the classes of operators
required at the next-to-leading order. The complete set of operators at leading
and next-to-leading order is then listed, based on the restrictions implied by the
Standard-Model gauge symmetries. We recover the well-known operators discussed
in the literature in connection with the electroweak chiral Lagrangian and in sim-
ilar contexts, but we collect a complete and systematic list of all terms through
order v2/Λ2. This includes some operators not discussed in explicit terms before.
We also show that a few of the previously considered operators can be eliminated
via the equations of motion. As another important result we confirm the known
list of dimension-6 operators in the Standard Model with an elementary Higgs
doublet, essentially as a special case of our scenario.
PACS: 11.10.Gh, 11.15.Ex, 12.39.Fe
1 Introduction
The detection of the W and Z gauge bosons almost thirty years ago established that
the electroweak interactions are successfully described by a SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y gauge group
spontaneously broken to U(1)Q. However, while the Higgs mechanism is certainly at
work, the precise way in which the electroweak symmetry is broken remains a mystery.
Even whether the underlying dynamics is weakly or strongly coupled remains unclear.
The simplest option for the weakly-coupled scenario is the introduction of a funda-
mental scalar doublet. Besides the required 3 Goldstone bosons, one obtains a massive
scalar field, the (Standard Model) Higgs boson, whose mass has to be taken as a free
parameter. Fundamental scalar particles however lead to problems of naturalness, and
in order to make the theory meaningful an additional stabilization mechanism has to be
invoked. Supersymmetry still stands as the most solid theoretical framework to explain
the lightness of a weakly-coupled Higgs.
The alternative is a scenario with dynamical symmetry breaking. In this case spon-
taneous symmetry breaking is triggered by a condensate, which is generated by new
interactions that become strongly coupled at the electroweak scale. This scenario is akin
to how chiral symmetry is broken in QCD. Therefore, one of the distinctive features of
strongly-coupled scenarios is compositeness and the existence of a large number of bound
states, naturally starting at the TeV scale. In general, strongly-coupled scenarios allow
for the presence of a light scalar (with mass around the electroweak scale) if it is inter-
preted as a pseudo-Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken symmetry group [1,2].
The appeal of such models is that this (composite) Higgs mass is naturally of the order
of the electroweak scale [3].
The search for the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking is currently underway at
the LHC. At the time of writing, ATLAS and CMS have already excluded a light Higgs
boson for a wide range of masses. The non-excluded area is at present in the range
115-130 GeV, with some intriguing excess around 125 GeV, not significant enough to
be conclusive [4,5]. However, even if the existence of a light Higgs is confirmed, we will
still be unable to discern whether weakly-coupled or strongly-coupled scenarios are at
work. Additional information at the TeV scale will be needed. So far, no signals of TeV
particles, be it SUSY partners or bound states of strongly-coupled theories, have been
observed.
In this article we will study strongly-coupled scenarios. In the past, starting with
Technicolor models, there has been a huge effort in model-building. However, finding a
viable UV completion of a strongly-coupled scenario has proven a hard task, especially
when it comes to match the low-energy experimental constraints from LEP. In this
paper we will follow a model-independent approach. The language we will use is that of
Effective Field Theories, with the only assumption that the low energy degrees of freedom
reduce to the presently-established particle content of the Standard Model. We will
show that such an effective theory is renormalizable order by order in a 1/Λ2 expansion
(Λ ∼ 4πv ∼ 3 TeV), and will list the full set of operators up to next-to-leading order
(NLO). This might be considered the minimal version of an effective theory of strongly-
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coupled electroweak symmetry breaking, in the sense that we are including only three
Goldstone fields, i.e. the longitudinal modes of the W and Z gauge bosons.
This approach to dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking was first studied in [6],
inspired by the methods developed for chiral symmetry breaking in the strong interac-
tions [7]. Over the years there have been different steps towards extending the work of
[6], but a systematic classification of operators is still lacking. A first analysis of the NLO
counterterms for the gauge boson and Goldstone sectors was given in [8], which was fol-
lowed by a more systematic treatment of the operator basis in the CP-conserving [9] and
CP-violating [10] sectors. The interactions of fermionic operators with Goldstone modes
were first considered in [11,12], where the naive dimension-4 operators were listed. This
list was soon enlarged to include also scalar and tensor currents [13,14,15]. In the ab-
sence of experimental constraints, the coefficients of the different operators were initially
estimated with specific UV completions, most prominently Technicolor-inspired models.
With the advent of LEP 1 and 2, several phenomenological analyses were devoted to
constraining the electroweak chiral Lagrangian with electroweak precision tests, mostly
through oblique parameters and triple gauge boson couplings (see, for instance, [16] and
references therein).
The purpose of this work is twofold: first, we will clarify issues of power counting
and provide a consistent framework for the electroweak effective theory. Then we will
present a comprehensive classification of operators to NLO in the 1/Λ2 expansion. While
in the gauge boson sector the list of operators was settled long ago [10], in the quark
sector a systematic treatment is still needed. For instance, Ref. [14] considered fermion
bilinears but dismissed operators proportional to the fermion masses, which is clearly
not a suitable approximation for top quark physics. Moreover, a full classification of
4-fermion operators has not been considered so far in the literature. Finally, due care
is paid to eliminate possible redundancies and to reduce the number of operators to
a minimal basis. In particular, we show that some relations between operators with
fermions and gauge bosons can be obtained by direct application of the equations of
motion and integration by parts. Those relations have already been pointed out in
[17,18] and can be of importance in the study of triple gauge boson couplings [18].
As already mentioned, the framework we introduce in this article assumes a minimal
particle content for the Standard Model. It would be interesting to consider extensions
that include a (composite) light (pseudo)scalar, if LHC eventually unveils its existence.
These extensions would share some similarities with the setting presented in [2].
The present article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review the leading order
Lagrangian for the electroweak interactions in the absence of a light fundamental Higgs
boson. The power counting for the effective theory is discussed in Section 3 and then
used in Section 4 to provide the full list of operators at next-to-leading order. As a
simple illustration of how such operators can be generated from a UV-complete theory,
in Section 5 we consider as a toy model the Standard Model with a heavy Higgs. In
Section 6 we contrast our basis of operators with the corresponding NLO operators in the
presence of a light Higgs boson. Related issues of decoupling and renormalizability are
discussed in Section 7. Conclusions are given in Section 8. The power-counting formulas
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are derived in Appendix A. Technical details on the construction of the operator basis
at NLO are provided in Appendix B, while Appendix C lists the full set of operators in
the unitary gauge.
2 SM effective Lagrangian at leading order
The field content of the Standard Model (SM) is specified by the left-handed doublets q,
l and right-handed singlets u, d, e of quarks and leptons, together with the gauge fields
G, W , B of SU(3)C , SU(2)L and U(1)Y . The fermion fields are
q(3, 2, 1/6), l(1, 2,−1/2), u(3, 1, 2/3), d(3, 1,−1/3), e(1, 1,−1) (1)
with their transformation properties under SU(3) and SU(2) and their hypercharge Y
indicated in brackets. Each of the fields carries a generation index p = 1, 2, 3, which has
been suppressed in (1).
The effective theory of the gauge and fermion fields is constructed by writing down
all possible Lorentz-invariant operators, composed of these fields, that are singlets under
the SM gauge group. Restriction to operators of dimension less or equal to 4 uniquely
determines the renormalizable, unbroken part of the SM Lagrangian
L4 = −1
2
〈GµνGµν〉 − 1
2
〈WµνW µν〉 − 1
4
BµνB
µν
+q¯i 6Dq + l¯i 6Dl + u¯i 6Du+ d¯i 6Dd+ e¯i 6De (2)
Here and in the following the trace of a matrix M is denoted by 〈M〉. The covariant
derivative of a fermion field ψL,R is defined as
DµψL = ∂µψL + igWµψL + ig
′YψLBµψL, DµψR = ∂µψR + ig
′YψRBµψR (3)
The fields are normalized in the canonical way and the fermionic terms can always be
chosen to be diagonal in the generation index. We have not written the topological terms
〈GG˜〉 and 〈WW˜ 〉. The effective Lagrangian (2) describes physics at the electroweak scale
v = 246GeV, assumed to be small in comparison with a new physics scale Λ.
Next, SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y is spontaneously broken to the electromagnetic U(1)Q. The
associated Goldstone bosons can be described by the nonlinear SU(2) matrix field
U = exp(2iΦ/v), Φ = ϕaT a =
1√
2
(
ϕ0√
2
ϕ+
ϕ− − ϕ0√
2
)
(4)
with T a = Ta the generators of SU(2). We further suppose that no additional light fields
exist, in particular no physical Higgs boson. Assuming that the Goldstone bosons arise
from the spontaneous breaking of a global SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R symmetry to the diagonal
subgroup SU(2)V , the field U transforms as
U → gLUg†R, gL,R ∈ SU(2)L,R (5)
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The transformations gL and the U(1)Y subgroup of gR are gauged, so that the covariant
derivative of U is given by
DµU = ∂µU + igWµU − ig′BµUT3 (6)
The dynamics of the Goldstone bosons can be described in a model-independent way by
constructing the most general Lagrangian, built from U and the remaining SM fields,
that is consistent with the SM gauge symmetry. In practice this construction is carried
out including all operators that contribute up to a given order in v/Λ, where Λ is the
effective theory cutoff. This procedure is well-known from chiral perturbation theory
[19]. The systematics of this expansion has some peculiar features in the case of the
electroweak Standard Model and will be discussed in detail in the next section. Presently
we summarize the terms to be included at lowest order in the Lagrangian, that is, terms
of the same order in v/Λ as the renormalizable part in (2).
To lowest order the Lagrangian describing the Goldstone bosons and their interactions
with the SM fields is given by
LU = v
2
4
〈DµU †DµU〉 − v
(
q¯YuUP+r + q¯YdUP−r + l¯YeUP−η + h.c.
)
(7)
where the right-handed quark and lepton fields are collected in r = (u, d)T and η =
(ν, e)T , respectively. As before, we do not write generation indices explicitly. The Yukawa
matrices Yu,d,e are understood to denote the usual matrices in generation space. We define
P± ≡ 1
2
± T3 , P12 ≡ T1 + iT2 , P21 ≡ T1 − iT2 (8)
where P12 and P21 will be needed below.
The first expression in (7) is the leading term, of O(p2), in chiral perturbation theory.
It contains the kinetic term of the Goldstone fields and the mass term of the weak gauge
bosons. It is therefore of the same size ∼ v4 as the terms in (2) and has to be counted as
a leading order contribution. In principle, all terms of O(p2) that are invariant under the
SM gauge group SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y have to be included in the effective theory at lowest
order. There are only two such terms, the first operator in (7) and
Lβ1 = β1v2〈U †DµUT3〉2 (9)
In contrast to the first term in (7), the operator in (9) does not respect the global custo-
dial SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R symmetry [8,10]. It contributes to the electroweak T -parameter
[20], which is strongly restricted by experimental data. This implies that the coefficient
β1 is constrained to be very small (β1 ≪ 1) and suggests that the custodial symmetry
is largely respected by the underlying dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking. If
this is the case, the operator (9) can in general still be induced through loop corrections.
Then β1v
2 ∼ v2/(16π2) ∼ v4/Λ2 and the contribution in (9) amounts to a next-to-leading
order correction. The related power-counting will be discussed in detail in section 3. We
have listed this term here for completeness.
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The last term in (7) gives masses to the SM fermions. Motivated by the case of
the top quark, we will count the Yukawa couplings Yf as order one. The fermion mass
term then contributes at the same order as the previous terms. The operators in this
term are the most general expressions built from fermion bilinears and U fields without
derivatives. The Lagrangian L4+LU thus defines the leading order of the effective theory
for the minimal Standard Model without a light Higgs boson.
At the quantum level, the previous list of leading order operators has to be supple-
mented with the usual gauge-fixing and Faddeev-Popov terms. Expressions for both of
these terms in the covariant Rξ gauges are given in [21]. In this paper, following [6], we
will work in the Landau gauge. The main advantage of the Landau gauge for the elec-
troweak effective theory we are considering is that ghost and Goldstone fields decouple.
As a result, there is no need to include ghosts in the effective operator basis: only Gold-
stones coupled to gauge and fermion fields are needed to renormalize the divergences of
the leading-order Lagrangian of Eq. (7). Additionally, because of this decoupling, the
ghost term in Landau gauge is exactly the one of the Standard Model. Therefore, the
presence of the conventional Faddeev-Popov term should be implicitly understood in
Eq. (7).
3 Power counting
In this section we discuss the systematics of the expansion that defines the effective
theory. This expansion cannot be simply organized in terms of the dimension of oper-
ators alone. This is clear from the Lagrangian L4 + LU in (2) and (7), which contains
operators of dimension 2, 3 and 4, all contributing at leading order. Also, while (2) is
renormalizable, (7) contains interactions that are non-renormalizable (in the traditional
sense). Such a theory can still be renormalized (in the modern sense), order by order
in a loop expansion, at the expense of introducing at each order a finite number of new
counterterms, whose structure is dictated by symmetry. A similar discussion has been
given previously in the context of the chiral quark model in [22].
It will be our goal to construct the complete next-to-leading order Lagrangian sup-
plementing the leading order terms in L4+LU . The next-to-leading order is understood
here to include all operators, allowed by the relevant symmetries, with coefficients of
order v2/Λ2 (or p2/Λ2). A minimal set of operators is defined by the terms required to
absorb the ultraviolet divergences generated at one loop by the lowest order Lagrangian
L4 + LU .
As an example, we may consider the terms in the Lagrangian (7), which induce at
one loop the diagram for ψRψR → ψLψL scattering shown in Fig. 1. Each vertex ψ¯LψRϕ2
has a factor of y/v, with y a generic Yukawa coupling. The loop integration produces a
factor of 1/(16π2) = v2/Λ2, and the four powers of loop momentum p in the numerator
are compensated by the four powers of p from the two boson propagators. This leads to
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Figure 1: Goldstone-boson loop contributing to fermion-fermion scattering induced by
the Yukawa interaction in eq. (7).
the following schematic expression for the diagram
D1 ∼ y
2
Λ2
p0 ψ¯LψRψ¯LψR (10)
This result indicates a 4-fermion amplitude with a logarithmic divergence by power
counting. The amplitude matches onto a local, gauge-invariant, dimension-6 operator
ψ¯LUψRψ¯LUψR, whose coefficient will absorb the ultraviolet divergence. We see that this
new operator appears with a natural suppression of order 1/Λ2. It is therefore part of
the next-to-leading order Lagrangian we want to construct.
The example we have just discussed can be generalized. Let us in a first step restrict
our attention to the Goldstone-fermion sector, neglecting the gauge fields. This corre-
sponds to taking the leading order Lagrangian L4 + LU in the gaugeless limit (gs, g,
g′ → 0). In this case the interaction vertices are either couplings of an even number 2i
of Goldstone bosons with two powers of momentum, contributing a factor of p2/v2i−2, or
couplings of ψ¯LψR (and h.c.) to an arbitrary number k of bosons, contributing a factor
of y/vk−1. Considering a general diagram D with these leading-order vertices, but with
any number of loops L and an arbitrary number of external lines, we find the power
counting formula
D ∼ (yv)
ν
vFL+FR−2
p2L+2−ν−(FL+FR)/2
Λ2L
ψ¯
F 1
L
L ψ
F 2
L
L ψ¯
F 1
R
R ψ
F 2
R
R
(ϕ
v
)B
(11)
where FL,R = F
1
L,R + F
2
L,R is the number of external fermions ψL,R, B is the number
of external Goldstone bosons ϕ and ν =
∑
k νk is the total number of Yukawa vertices,
with νk the number of such vertices that have k boson lines. Eq. (11) can be obtained
in the standard way by writing down the powers of y, p, v and Λ for a general diagram
and by eliminating the numbers of internal lines using the familiar topological identities
(see Appendix A). Taking FL,R = ν = 0, (11) reduces to the corresponding expression
for pure chiral perturbation theory
D ∼ v
2
Λ2L
p2L+2
(ϕ
v
)B
(12)
This formula encodes the well-known results on the systematics of chiral perturbation
theory: 1) L-loop diagrams with only leading-order vertices contribute at Lth order in
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the expansion parameter p2/Λ2 (with p ∼ v). 2) Since the power of p is 2L+ 2 > 0, an
L-loop contribution of this type is divergent and requires an order p2L+2 counterterm.
According to this pattern only order-p2 terms are required at the leading order (L = 0)
in the chiral Lagrangian. At next-to-leading order (L = 1) we need in addition all terms
of order p4. These are the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y gauge invariant operators built from U fields
and containing four covariant derivatives, symbolically of the form UD4.
When fermions are taken into account in addition to the Goldstone bosons, (11) is the
relevant power-counting formula. To find the required counterterms we proceed as before.
The order in the expansion in 1/Λ2 is again determined by L. A non-negative power of
p signals a divergent diagram. At the same time it gives the number of derivatives in
the local operator that is needed to absorb the divergence. (We are assuming the use of
dimensional regularization throughout the present paper.) For the next-to-leading order
we are mainly interested in, we have L = 1 and the condition for a counterterm reads
4− ν − FL + FR
2
≥ 0 (13)
Since the number of external fermions F ≡ FL + FR, and also the number of fermion
vertices ν, enters with a negative sign, the number of fermion fields that can appear in
the counterterms is limited. Eq. (13) implies that only F = 2 and F = 4 are allowed.
For F = 6 (and higher) we need at least ν = 3 Yukawa vertices and (13) can no longer
be fulfilled. In these cases, the negative power of p indicates an ultraviolet convergent
diagram, which is part of the finite radiative corrections predicted at one loop by the
lowest order Lagrangian.
The cases that lead to counterterms are then
(F, ν, 4− ν − F/2) = (2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 3, 0), (4, 2, 0) (14)
The case (2, 3, 0) corresponds to fermion bilinears with U fields but without derivatives.
These are precisely the Yukawa terms already present in the leading-order Lagrangian
(7). The new terms are fermion bilinears with one or two derivatives, (2, 2, 1), (2, 1, 2),
and 4-fermion operators with no derivatives, (4, 2, 0), all of them with an arbitrary
number of U fields. We will denote these three classes schematically as ψ2UD, ψ2UD2
and ψ4U .
These considerations may be generalized to include interactions with gauge fields. In
what follows we will omit ghost fields, which would insure manifest gauge independence,
but would not affect the power counting. A generic diagram D then contains, besides
the ni ϕ
2i-vertices and νk Yukawa interactions ψ¯L(R)ψR(L)ϕ
k, a number ml of gauge-
boson-Goldstone vertices Xµϕ
l, rs such vertices of the type X
2
µϕ
s, x quartic gauge-
boson vertices X4µ, u triple-gauge-boson vertices X
3
µ, and zL (zR) fermion-gauge-boson
interactions ψ¯L(R)ψL(R)Xµ. Here ψL (ψR), ϕ and Xµ denote left-handed (right-handed)
fermions, Goldstone bosons and gauge fields, respectively. As discussed in Appendix A,
the power-counting for a diagram D can be summarized by the formula
D ∼ (yv)
ν(gv)m+2r+2x+u+z
vFL+FR−2
pd
Λ2L
ψ¯
F 1
L
L ψ
F 2
L
L ψ¯
F 1
R
R ψ
F 2
R
R
(
Xµν
v
)V (ϕ
v
)B
(15)
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where the power of p is
d ≡ 2L+ 2− FL + FR
2
− V − ν −m− 2r − 2x− u− z (16)
Here V is the number of external gauge-boson lines, g a generic gauge coupling, and we
have used ν ≡∑k νk, m ≡∑lml, r ≡∑s rs, z ≡ zL + zR. Eq. (15) generalizes (11), to
which it reduces when neglecting the gauge fields, that is, taking V = m = r = x = u =
z = 0. The expression (16) for d is useful, because FL, FR and V , as well as the numbers
of vertices, all enter with a negative sign. This implies a limit to the number of divergent
diagrams at a given order in L, similar to the special case of (11). We also note that, as
in (11), the number B of external Goldstone bosons enters the power counting formula
(15) only through the factor (ϕ/v)B. It is irrelevant in particular for the exponent d,
which counts the powers of momentum. This indicates explicitly that, at any given order
in the effective theory, the counterterms contain an arbitrary number of Goldstone fields
U = U(ϕ/v).
We will next use (15) and (16) to find the remaining classes of NLO counterterms,
which contain at least one gauge-field operator. The cases to be considered are then
L = 1, F ≥ 0, V ≥ 1.
F = 0, V = 1: In this case we have
d = 3− ν −m− 2r − 2x− u− z (17)
Since V = 1, the diagram must contain at least one gauge-field vertex, that is, at
least one of (m, r, x, u, z) must be non-zero. This implies d ≤ 2. The divergent
amplitudes then have d = 2, 1 or 0, and correspond to counterterms of the form
XUD2, XUD and XU , respectively. No Lorentz scalars can be built from the
latter two, which leaves us with the operator class XUD2.
F = 0, V = 2: The exponent of p now reads d = 2 − ν −m − 2r − 2x − u − z. With
two external gauge fields the diagram has at least two single-gauge-field vertices
(m + u + z ≥ 2), or one double-gauge-field vertex (r + x ≥ 1). It follows that
d ≤ 0. For d = 0 the diagram requires a counterterm, with F = 0, V = 2 and
d = 0 derivatives. This determines its form to be X2U .
F = 0, V = 3: With d = 1 − ν − m − 2r − 2x − u − z and at least two vertices
required to form a loop diagram, we have d < 0. The diagrams of this type are
convergent. Operators of class X3 are therefore not required as counterterms of
the nonrenormalizable effective Lagrangian. Representing operators of dimension
6 they could a priori still give (finite) contributions of order 1/Λ2, that is at NLO.
We will return to this and similar cases below. The case of F = 0, V > 3 leads to
d < 0 and to operators beyond the NLO approximation.
F = 2, V = 1: Here the power-counting formula gives d = 2− ν −m− 2r− 2x− u− z.
The minimum number of vertices one might consider is two. This can be realized
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when a ψ2ϕ2-vertex is connected to an Xµϕ
2-vertex, contracting the ϕ fields to
form a one-loop diagram. By inspection, such a diagram is found to be zero. A
nonvanishing diagram thus requires at least three vertices, implying d < 0. The
diagram converges and the corresponding operators of class ψ2UX are not needed
as counterterms. It is clear from these considerations that even larger numbers for
F and V can only lead to d < 0 and to terms beyond the NLO level.
This completes the enumeration of NLO counterterms. To summarize, power count-
ing allows us to identify the classes of operators we need to include in the next-to-leading
order Lagrangian. Denoting by U the presence of any number of Goldstone fields U (or
U †), and by Dn, ψF , Xk the numbers n, F , k, respectively, of derivatives, fermion fields
and gauge-boson field-strength tensors, these classes are schematically given by
UD4, XUD2, X2U, ψ2UD, ψ2UD2, ψ4U (18)
We remark that all the possible classes of dimension-4 operators built from U , D, X
and ψ appear as NLO counterterms (UD4, XUD2, X2U , ψ2UD), but there are also
operators of dimension 5 and 6 at the same level (ψ2UD2, ψ4U).
All operators that are not required as counterterms at NLO are naturally of higher
order in 1/Λ2. This is clear for operators of canonical dimension larger than 6. These have
a coefficient ∼ 1/Λn, n ≥ 3 on purely dimensional grounds, which is possibly further
suppressed by loop factors 1/(16π2) = v2/Λ2. A special consideration is needed for
operators of dimension 5 and 6, since those may appear either at NLO (∼ 1/Λ2), or only
at NNLO (∼ 1/Λ4). The former case is illustrated by operators of the type (ψ¯LUψR)2.
Examples for the latter case are operators with Goldstone fields and six derivatives (class
UD6). More systematically, the various classes of such operators of dimension 5 and 6,
which would only appear as counterterms at NNLO, are given by: UD6, XUD4, X2UD2,
X3U , ψ2UD3, ψ2UXD, and ψ2UX . We will not provide a complete classification of those
operators, but we would like to comment on a few relevant aspects.
To some extent the actual size of the coefficient of a given operator depends on the UV
completion of the theory. It is, however, natural to expect that a NNLO counterterm will
have a coefficient no larger thanO(1/Λ4). As an illustration we may consider the operator
GµνG
µν〈DλU †DλU〉, which belongs to the class X2UD2 of NNLO counterterms. In a
model with a heavy Higgs boson, this operator would be generated by Higgs exchange
between the Higgs-Goldstone couplings and the Higgs-gluon-gluon vertex. The latter
would contain a loop factor v2/Λ2, while the Higgs propagator would contribute a factor
of 1/m2h ∼ 1/Λ2, leading to an O(1/Λ4) coefficient. A similar consideration applies to
the operators ψ2UX and X3U , which are typically loop induced [23]. The NNLO classes
ψ2UX and X3U are special in that they directly correspond to dimension-6 operators
appearing at NLO in the conventional Standard Model with a linear Higgs doublet. Since
we want to compare this scenario with our framework later on, we will also list below
the few operators of classes ψ2UX and X3 (but not X3U).
As we have seen above, 4-fermion operators of the form ψ¯LUψR ψ¯LUψR arise as
counterterms at next-to-leading order in the effective Lagrangian and thus have to be
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included in our operator basis. We are thus led to consider the entire class of 4-fermion
operators, which may include an arbitrary number of U fields. However, not all of these
operators are required as counterterms of the Lagrangian L4 + LU at next-to-leading
order. An example is the case of ψ¯Lγ
µψL ψ¯LγµψL, whose one-loop coefficient is finite
by power counting (FR = 0, FL = ν = 4 in (13)). It is then natural to expect this
term only at NNLO ∼ 1/Λ4. However, depending on the details of the physics at the
TeV scale, such an operator could possibly be generated through tree-level exchange of a
heavy boson. In this case, the coefficient could be of order 1/Λ2 and the operator would
enter already at NLO, giving a finite contribution at this level. We will not distinguish
explicitly between NLO and NNLO counterterms in the sector ψ4U and include the
complete list of 4-fermion operators in our basis, except those that violate baryon (B)
or lepton number (L). We will briefly return to such operators in section 4.7.
We finally remark that, independent of the nonrenormalizable interactions organized
into a 1/Λ2 expansion, the usual corrections from the renormalizable part of the Standard
Model can be computed, in principle to arbitrary order. This applies e.g. to corrections
from perturbative QCD.
In the following section we will provide the complete list of NLO operators for each
of the classes in (18). As discussed above, we will also consider the operators X3 and
ψ2UX .
4 SM effective Lagrangian at next-to-leading order
The next-to-leading-order effective Lagrangian of the Standard Model with dynamically
broken electroweak symmetry and minimal particle content can be written as
L = L4 + LU + Lβ1 +
∑
i
ci
v6−di
Λ2
Oi (19)
Here L4+LU is the leading order Lagrangian and Lβ1 the custodial-symmetry breaking,
dimension-2 operator of section 2. As discussed there, Lβ1 can be treated as an NLO
correction. Apart from this term, the full set of NLO operators is denoted by the Oi
in (19). They come with a suppression by two powers of the cutoff Λ ≈ 4πv and have
dimensionless coefficients ci, which are naturally of order unity. di is the canonical
dimension of the operator Oi. We will in general assume conservation of baryon and
lepton number (B and L) in (19) and return to a brief consideration of B and L violating
effects in section 4.7.
In the following we list all NLO operators Oi, grouped according to the subsets
introduced at the end of section 3. Most of the operators are hermitean. For the others,
independent hermitean conjugate versions are always understood and have not been
listed separately. We will comment on some important points here but will otherwise
relegate details on the derivation to Appendix B.
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4.1 UD4 terms
The operators of this class correspond to the O(p4) chiral-Lagrangian terms already
listed by Longhitano [9]. They read
OD1 = 〈DµU †DµU〉2
OD2 = 〈DµU †DνU〉 〈DµU †DνU〉
OD3 =
(〈U †DµUT3〉 〈U †DµUT3〉)2
OD4 = 〈U †DµUT3〉 〈U †DµUT3〉 〈DνU †DνU〉
OD5 = 〈U †DµUT3〉 〈U †DνUT3〉 〈DµU †DνU〉 (20)
4.2 XUD2 and X2U terms
The CP-even operators are [9,10]
OXU1 = g′g Bµν 〈U †W µνUT3〉
OXU2 = g2 〈U †WµνUT3〉 〈U †W µνUT3〉
OXU3 = g εµνλρ 〈U †WµνDλU〉 〈U †DρUT3〉 (21)
The list of X2U and XUD2 operators also includes three independent CP-odd terms
[10]
OXU4 = g′g εµνλρ Bµν 〈U †WλρUT3〉
OXU5 = g2 εµνλρ 〈U †WµνUT3〉 〈U †WλρUT3〉
OXU6 = g 〈U †WµνDµU〉 〈U †DνUT3〉 (22)
We note that three more CP-even operators that had been listed in [10] can be
expressed in terms of other operators in the complete basis and are thus redundant [17,
18]. This follows from applying the equations of motion and discarding total derivatives.
For example, the first of these operators is
Bµν 〈DµU †DνUT3〉 ≡ (23)
∂µ
[
Bµν〈U †DνUT3〉
]− ∂µBµν〈U †DνUT3〉 − 1
2
Bµν〈U †(DµDν −DνDµ)UT3〉 =
ig′
2
v2〈U †DνUT3〉2 − g′
∑
ψ
Yψψ¯γνψ 〈U †DνUT3〉 − ig
2
Bµν 〈U †W µνUT3〉+ ig
′
4
BµνB
µν
where the second equality holds up to the total derivative. Similar considerations apply
to the operators
〈U †WµνUT3〉 〈DµU †DνUT3〉 , 〈U †WµνUDµU †DνU〉 (24)
as will be further discussed in Appendix B.
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4.3 ψ2UD terms
For the quark and lepton sectors one finds in this class:
OψV 1 = q¯γµq 〈U †iDµUT3〉, OψV 4 = u¯γµu 〈U †iDµUT3〉
OψV 2 = q¯γµUT3U †q 〈U †iDµUT3〉, OψV 5 = d¯γµd 〈U †iDµUT3〉
OψV 3 = q¯γµUP12U †q 〈U †iDµUP21〉 (h.c.), OψV 6 = u¯γµd 〈U †iDµUP21〉 (h.c.)
OψV 7 = l¯γµl 〈U †iDµUT3〉, OψV 10 = e¯γµe 〈U †iDµUT3〉
OψV 8 = l¯γµUT3U †l 〈U †iDµUT3〉
OψV 9 = l¯γµUP12U †l 〈U †iDµUP21〉 (h.c.)
(25)
These operators are equivalent to those given as L14, . . . ,L64 in eq. (20) of [11]. The
term L74 listed there can be eliminated using the equations of motion, as already noted
in [14].
In general, OψV 3 and its hermitean conjugate are two independent operators. If the
coefficients are real, only the combination OψV 3 +O†ψV 3 can appear in the Lagrangian.
This combination can be eliminated in favour of the simpler operator
q¯γµiDµUU
†q ≡ OψV 3 +O†ψV 3 + 2OψV 2 (26)
Similar considerations apply to OψV 9, where
l¯γµiDµUU
†l ≡ OψV 9 +O†ψV 9 + 2OψV 8 (27)
4.4 ψ2UD2 terms
The operators with fermionic scalar currents are:
OψS1,2 = q¯UP±r 〈DµU †DµU〉
OψS3,4 = q¯UP±r 〈U †DµUT3〉2
OψS5 = q¯UP12r 〈U †DµUP21〉 〈U †DµUT3〉
OψS6 = q¯UP21r 〈U †DµUP12〉 〈U †DµUT3〉
OψS7 = l¯UP−η 〈DµU †DµU〉
OψS8 = l¯UP−η 〈U †DµUT3〉2
OψS9 = l¯UP12η 〈U †DµUP21〉 〈U †DµUT3〉 (28)
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The operators with fermionic tensor currents are:
OψT1 = q¯σµνUP12r 〈U †DµUP21〉 〈U †DνUT3〉
OψT2 = q¯σµνUP21r 〈U †DµUP12〉 〈U †DνUT3〉
OψT3,4 = q¯σµνUP±r 〈U †DµUP12〉 〈U †DνUP21〉
OψT5 = l¯σµνUP12η 〈U †DµUP21〉 〈U †DνUT3〉
OψT6 = l¯σµνUP−η 〈U †DµUP12〉 〈U †DνUP21〉 (29)
4.5 ψ4U and ψ4 terms
The dimension-6 operators with four fermion fields and an arbitrary number of Goldstone
fields U can be classified as follows. First, there are the 4-fermion operators without U
fields (class ψ4), which have already been listed in [24]. In this case the 4 fermions
necessarily have vanishing total hypercharge, Y (ψ4) = 0. A new class arises when these
operators are dressed with zero-hypercharge combinations of U fields that are contracted
in all possible SU(2)-invariant ways with the fermion doublets. Beyond this possibility
we have to consider operators with 4 fermions that have a combined hypercharge of
Y (ψ4) = ±1/2, ±1, ±3/2 and ±2, because these values can be compensated by the
inclusion of U fields. Since U carries Y = ±1/2 and we can have at most 4 factors of
U to form SU(2) invariants with the maximum number of 4 SU(2)-doublet fermions,
operators with |Y (ψ4)| > 2 are not allowed. Listing all 4-fermion combinations, it turns
out that the classes Y (ψ4) = ±1/2, ±3/2 and ±2 contain only baryon or lepton number
violating operators. This leaves us with ψ4U operators that either have Y (ψ4) = 0 or
±1. In the following all fermion fields carry again an independent generation index,
which is suppressed in our notation. The generators of SU(2)L (SU(3)C) are denoted
by T a (TA). Hermitian conjugate versions of the operators listed below are understood.
The ψ4 operators [24] can be divided into four groups: L¯LL¯L, R¯RR¯R, L¯LR¯R, and
L¯RL¯R, according to the handedness of the fermions.
The L¯LL¯L operators are
OLL1 = q¯γµq q¯γµq , OLL2 = q¯γµT aq q¯γµT aq
OLL3 = q¯γµq l¯γµl , OLL4 = q¯γµT aq l¯γµT al
OLL5 = l¯γµl l¯γµl (30)
The R¯RR¯R operators are
ORR1 = u¯γµu u¯γµu , ORR2 = d¯γµd d¯γµd
ORR3 = u¯γµu d¯γµd , ORR4 = u¯γµTAu d¯γµTAd
ORR5 = u¯γµu e¯γµe , ORR6 = d¯γµd e¯γµe
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ORR7 = e¯γµe e¯γµe (31)
The L¯LR¯R operators are
OLR1 = q¯γµq u¯γµu , OLR2 = q¯γµTAq u¯γµTAu
OLR3 = q¯γµq d¯γµd , OLR4 = q¯γµTAq d¯γµTAd
OLR5 = u¯γµu l¯γµl , OLR6 = d¯γµd l¯γµl
OLR7 = q¯γµq e¯γµe , OLR8 = l¯γµl e¯γµe
OLR9 = q¯γµl e¯γµd (32)
The L¯RL¯R operators are
OST1 = εij q¯iu q¯jd , OST2 = εij q¯iTAu q¯jTAd
OST3 = εij q¯iu l¯je , OST4 = εij q¯iσµνu l¯jσµνe (33)
The L¯LL¯L operators with U fields are (α, β denote colour indices)
OLL6 = q¯γµUT3U †q q¯γµUT3U †q , OLL7 = q¯γµUT3U †q q¯γµq
OLL8 = q¯αγµUT3U †qβ q¯βγµUT3U †qα , OLL9 = q¯αγµUT3U †qβ q¯βγµqα
OLL10 = q¯γµUT3U †q l¯γµUT3U †l
OLL11 = q¯γµUT3U †q l¯γµl , OLL12 = q¯γµq l¯γµUT3U †l
OLL13 = q¯γµUT3U †l l¯γµUT3U †q , OLL14 = q¯γµUT3U †l l¯γµq
OLL15 = l¯γµUT3U †l l¯γµUT3U †l , OLL16 = l¯γµUT3U †l l¯γµl (34)
The L¯LR¯R operators with U fields are
OLR10 = q¯γµUT3U †q u¯γµu , OLR11 = q¯γµTAUT3U †q u¯γµTAu
OLR12 = q¯γµUT3U †q d¯γµd , OLR13 = q¯γµTAUT3U †q d¯γµTAd
OLR14 = u¯γµu l¯γµUT3U †l , OLR15 = d¯γµd l¯γµUT3U †l
OLR16 = q¯γµUT3U †q e¯γµe , OLR17 = l¯γµUT3U †l e¯γµe
OLR18 = q¯γµUT3U †l e¯γµd (35)
The L¯RL¯R operators with U fields are
OST5 = q¯UP+r q¯UP−r , OST6 = q¯UP21r q¯UP12r
OST7 = q¯UP+TAr q¯UP−TAr , OST8 = q¯UP21TAr q¯UP12TAr
OST9 = q¯UP+r l¯UP−η , OST10 = q¯UP21r l¯UP12η
OST11 = q¯σµνUP+r l¯σµνUP−η , OST12 = q¯σµνUP21r l¯σµνUP12η (36)
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Finally, the ψ4U operators with Y (ψ4) = ±1 are
OFY 1 = q¯UP+r q¯UP+r , OFY 2 = q¯UP+TAr q¯UP+TAr
OFY 3 = q¯UP−r q¯UP−r , OFY 4 = q¯UP−TAr q¯UP−TAr
OFY 5 = q¯UP−r r¯P+U †q , OFY 6 = q¯UP−TAr r¯P+U †TAq
OFY 7 = q¯UP−r l¯UP−η , OFY 8 = q¯σµνUP−r l¯σµνUP−η
OFY 9 = l¯UP−η r¯P+U †q
OFY 10 = l¯UP−η l¯UP−η
OFY 11 = l¯UP−r r¯P+U †l (37)
4.6 X3 and ψ2UX terms
The operators X3, built from 3 factors of field-strength tensors, are not required as
counterterms at next-to-leading order. Being of dimension 6, they are suppressed by two
powers of the heavy mass scale Λ. A loop suppression will bring the coefficients further
down to the NNLO level ∼ 1/Λ4. Only if they could be induced at tree level these oper-
ators would give (finite) contributions at NLO. We will include them for completeness,
as discussed in 3. In class X3, there are only four operators [24,25]
OX1 = fABCGAνµ GBρν GCµρ , OX2 = fABCG˜Aνµ GBρν GCµρ (38)
OX3 = εabcW aνµ W bρν W cµρ , OX4 = εabcW˜ aνµ W bρν W cµρ (39)
where fABC and εabc are the structure constants of colour SU(3) and weak SU(2),
respectively. The dual field strength is defined by
X˜µν =
1
2
εµνρσX
ρσ , ε0123 = −1 (40)
Similar comments apply to the dimension-5 operators of class ψ2UX . Again there
are only a few structures, which can be written down as follows:
OψX1,2 = gsq¯σµνGµνUP±r
OψX3,4 = gq¯σµνWµνUP±r, OψX5 = gl¯σµνWµνUP−η
OψX6,7 = g′q¯σµνBµνUP±r, OψX8 = g′l¯σµνBµνUP−η (41)
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4.7 Baryon and lepton number violating operators
The suppression of B-violating operators has to be very strong in view of the stringent
lower limit on the proton lifetime, pointing to the energy scale of grand unified theories
(GUT), which could naturally generate such operators. Such a large scale is unrelated
to the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking. We will therefore not include those
terms explicitly in our basis. The five B (and L) violating operators built from four
Standard-Model fermions are well known [26] and can also be found in [24].
Similarly, B-conserving but L-violating operators can be considered. The fundamen-
tal scale of lepton-number violation is not well determined and might in principle range
from a few TeV to values that are many orders of magnitude larger. Since L violation
is relevant for a general description of neutrino masses, we want to include the domi-
nant effects of this type in the lowest-order Lagrangian. In our framework the leading
L-violating operator has dimension 3 and can be written as
QLV = l
TC U∗P+U
†l (42)
where C = iγ2γ0 is the charge-conjugation matrix. A similar operator has already been
considered in [27]. QLV is unique up to the various possible flavour assignments of l.
This is in full analogy to the well-known L-violating dimension-5 operator in the usual
Standard Model
(φ˜†l)TC φ˜†l (43)
The operator in (42) is the equivalent of (43) in a theory without a light Standard-
Model Higgs boson. In the limit U → 1, (42) reduces to νTLCνL, the Majorana mass
term of the left-handed neutrinos. Correspondingly, the very small neutrino masses set
the scale for the coefficient of QLV in the Lagrangian. The smallness of this coefficient
can be understood in the standard way invoking the seesaw mechanism. In this scenario
right-handed neutrinos with large Majorana masses can be included into the effective
Lagrangian by adding the term
LνR = −MD l¯UP+η −
1
2
MR ν
T
RCνR + h.c. (44)
Integrating out νR leads to QLV in (42). This consideration illustrates that a physical
Higgs boson is not essential for generating neutrino masses of either Dirac or Majorana
type.
Since the leading lepton-number violating operator in (42) has a very small coefficient,
we will not list explicitly the formally next-to-leading order operators in the L-violating
sector.
5 Standard Model with a heavy Higgs boson
In the following section we would like to illustrate how the nonlinear effective Lagrangian
of electroweak interactions, including next-to-leading order terms, arises in the context
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of a specific model. For this purpose we consider the conventional Standard Model with
a heavy Higgs boson of mass mh ∼ Λ ≫ v, which is integrated out at scales below
mh. Although by itself the SM with a heavy Higgs particle is not a realistic description
of Nature, it provides the simplest example of a renormalizable theory that reduces to
the nonlinear effective Lagrangian at electroweak energies. A similar discussion in the
context of chiral perturbation theory and the linear σ-model, applied to low-energy QCD,
can be found for instance in [28].
The Higgs sector of the renormalizable Standard Model can be written as
LH = 1
4
〈DµH†DµH〉+ µ
2
4
〈H†H〉 − λ
16
〈H†H〉2
− (q¯YuHP+r + q¯YdHP−r + l¯YeHP−η + h.c.) (45)
where the ordinary Higgs doublet, written in matrix notation H = (φ˜, φ), has been
parametrized as (see e.g. [29])
H ≡ (v + h)U , U †U = 1 (46)
Here U is the SU(2) matrix field defined in (4) and h is the Higgs boson, which transforms
as a singlet under the SM gauge group. With (46) the Lagrangian in (45) becomes
LH = v
2
4
〈DµU †DµU〉 − v (q¯YuUP+r + . . .) + LH,h (47)
where
LH,h = 1
2
h
(−∂2 −m2h)h− m2h2v h3 − m
2
h
8v2
h4 + hJ1 +
h2
2
J2 (48)
Here we have used m2h = 2µ
2 and λ = µ2/v2, and the definitions
J1 =
v
2
〈DµU †DµU〉 − (q¯YuUP+r + . . .) , J2 = 1
2
〈DµU †DµU〉 (49)
Removing the heavy Higgs boson h from the theory, LH in (47) reduces to the lowest-
order electroweak chiral Lagrangian. Subleading terms in this Lagrangian are generated
when corrections from virtual h are taken into account. Keeping only the effects of single
tree-level exchange of the heavy Higgs particle, the next-to-leading order terms read
LeffH,h =
J21
2m2h
=
v2
8m2h
〈DµU †DµU〉2 − v
2m2h
〈DµU †DµU〉
(
q¯YuUP+r + q¯YdUP−r + l¯YeUP−η + h.c.
)
+
1
2m2h
(
q¯YuUP+r + q¯YdUP−r + l¯YeUP−η + h.c.
)2
(50)
The Lagrangian LeffH,h arises from the terms −m2hh2/2 + hJ1 in (48) upon completing
the square when integrating out h in the path integral. Further terms generated by
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the exchange of h bosons at tree level, such as J21J2 or J
3
1 , require more than one h
propagator. They are therefore suppressed by additional powers of 1/m2h.
The next-to-leading operators in (50) are a subset of the complete basis listed in
section 4. They illustrate how operators of different canonical dimension emerge at a
given order of the effective Lagrangian. In particular, operators of dimension 4, 5 and 6
are present in (50). Specifically, the following terms out of the basis of NLO operators
appear: The pure U -field operator OD1, the fermion bilinear operators OψS1, OψS2,
OψS7, and their hermitian conjugates, as well as all 4-fermion operators coming from the
square of the Yukawa terms. Up to hermitian conjugates, there are 12 such 4-fermion
operators, which are given by
q¯UP+r r¯P+U
†q = −1
4
OLR1 − 1
2
OLR10
q¯UP−r r¯P−U
†q = −1
4
OLR3 + 1
2
OLR12
l¯UP−η η¯P−U
†l = −1
4
OLR8 + 1
2
OLR17
q¯UP−r η¯P−U
†l = −1
4
OLR9 + 1
2
OLR18 (51)
together with
OST5, OST9, OFY 1, OFY 3, OFY 5, OFY 7, OFY 9, OFY 10 (52)
6 Standard Model with a light Higgs boson
In the conventional Standard Model with a physical Higgs field the next-to-leading order
corrections to the renormalizable part are given by dimension-6 operators in the effective
Lagrangian (up to the single dimension-5 operator that generates Majorana masses for
neutrinos given in (43)). The list of these operators has been compiled by Buchmu¨ller
and Wyler in [25]. It has recently been revised and updated in a new systematic study
by Grzadkowski et al. [24]. In this section we show how the complete list of operators
in [24] can be reproduced from the next-to-leading operators in our effective theory. We
have checked the contents of [24] and fully agree with the results of this paper.
The matrix H = (φ˜, φ), where φ is the linearly transforming Higgs field, transforms in
the same way as the Goldstone field U . We may therefore replace U → H in the operators
of the nonlinear theory without affecting the required transformation properties, gauge
invariance in particular. However, introducing the linear field H implies two important
differences with respect to the nonlinear version based on U . First, we no longer have the
constraint U †U = 1, so that factors of 〈H†H〉 can now appear as independent variables
in the Lagrangian (note however that 〈H†HT3〉 = 0). Second, since the lowest-order
Lagrangian becomes renormalizable with the transition to the linear Higgs field, the new-
physics scale Λ may be taken to decouple from the electroweak scale, v/Λ→ 0. Therefore,
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the field H enters the power counting with its canonical dimension dimH = 1. The
ordering of terms in the effective Lagrangian is then governed by dimensional counting
alone. For example, at lowest order, where L = L4 + LU from (2) and (7), one has to
substitute U → H/v and add the invariants 〈H†H〉 and (〈H†H〉)2 to recover all terms up
to dimension 4 of the renormalizable Standard Model. Note that with the replacement
U → H/v the custodial symmetry breaking term in (9) becomes an operator of dimension
6.
Applying this reasoning to the next-to-leading-order terms based on the nonlinear
theory, we first have to include additional operators that involve the invariant 〈H†H〉 ∼
φ†φ. These are easily enumerated at the dimension-6 level. The first possibility is the
(unique) operator with six factors of φ, (φ†φ)3 (class φ6 in [24]). Next we have (φ†φ)2 in
combination with a dimension-2 operator, which can only be D2. This gives the operator
(φ†φ)∂2(φ†φ) (class φ4D2 in [24]), which is unique up to total derivatives. Finally, one
may write down the operators with a single factor of φ†φ, multiplied by any gauge
invariant operator of dimension 4. The candidates for the latter are just the terms in the
leading-order renormalizable Lagrangian. This gives immediately the three operators
φ†φ l¯eφ, φ†φ q¯dφ, φ†φ q¯uφ˜, (53)
corresponding to the Yukawa terms (class ψ2φ3 in [24]). Similarly one has φ†φXµνXµν
and φ†φXµνX˜µν for the gauge fields X = G, W , B (class X2φ2 in [24]). No new
operators arise from the Higgs-potential terms m2φ†φ and (φ†φ)2, nor from the fermion
kinetic terms ψ¯i 6Dψ, where the leading-order equations of motion can be applied to
reduce φ†φ ψ¯i 6Dψ to structures already listed above. For the only remaining possibility
we have, using equations of motion and integration by parts, [24]
φ†φ (Dµφ)
†Dµφ =
1
2
φ†φ ∂2(φ†φ) + . . . (54)
The operator on the right is the term in class φ4D2 mentioned before and the ellipsis
denotes total derivatives and further operators already encountered above. If the Higgs
boson kinetic term is written differently, we would have φ†φ φ†D2φ, which is again not in-
dependent upon using the equations of motion. In total, therefore, one finds 11 operators
involving factors of φ†φ.
Next, there are the operators of dimension 6 that do not include any factor of U
and which are thus identical in the nonlinear and in the linear theory. These are the
4-fermion operators without U fields (ψ4) and the operators with three factors of field-
strength tensors (X3).
A further class of operators are the terms in the nonlinear theory that become oper-
ators of dimension larger than 6 upon replacing U → H . They are therefore absent in
the linear Higgs theory at order 1/Λ2. The operators of this type are those in our classes
UD4, ψ2UD2 and ψ4U .
This leaves the cases X2U , XUD2, ψ2UD and ψ2UX of next-to-leading operators
in the nonlinear theory, as well as the operator in (9). They translate into dimension-6
operators of the Standard Model when U → H = (φ˜, φ), as described in the following.
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The custodial-symmetry breaking operator in (9) becomes, up to a total divergence,
(〈U †DµUT3〉)2 → −1
4
(φ†φ) ∂2(φ†φ)− (Dµφ†φ) (φ†Dµφ) (55)
The first term on the right has already been listed above. The second term is the
remaining operator of class φ4D2 in [24].
Inspection of (21) and (22) shows that most of the operators in our classes X2U and
XUD2 translate into operators of dimension higher than 6. The exceptions are
Bµν 〈U †W µνUT3〉 → −Bµν φ†W µνφ (56)
and the analogous term where Wµν → W˜µν . These two operators complete class X2φ2
in [24].
Among the operators of class ψ2UD in (25), some contain four factors of U -fields and
become operators of dimension 8 when we replace U → H . The remaining structures
reduce to the eight dimension-6 operators in class ψ2φ2D of [24]:
ψ¯γµψ 〈U †iDµUT3〉 → −1
2
ψ¯γµψ (φ†iDµφ− iDµφ†φ), ψ = q, u, d, l, e
ψ¯γµiDµUU
†ψ → 2 ψ¯γµT aψ (φ†T aiDµφ− iDµφ†T aφ), ψ = q, l (57)
u¯γµd 〈U †iDµUP21〉 → u¯γµd iφ˜†Dµφ
Finally, since
UP+r → φ˜u, UP−r → φd, UP−η → φe (58)
the eight operators in our class ψ2UX (41) reduce to the operators in class ψ2Xφ of [24].
This completes the demonstration of how the full basis of dimension-6 operators given in
[24] can be recovered from the next-to-leading order terms in the nonlinear Higgs model.
7 Example of renormalization at NLO
A comprehensive discussion of renormalization of the effective theory is beyond the
scope of the present paper. We limit ourselves to a particular example, which should
serve to illustrate the essential features of renormalization at next-to-leading order in
the electroweak chiral Lagrangian.
Consider the amplitude for tRtR → tLtL scattering, taking the gaugeless limit for
simplicity. The leading-order (LO) amplitude is given by the tree-level contributions
from the LO Lagrangian in (2) and (7). It arises from the exchange of a neutral Goldstone
boson and reads
A0 = iy
2
(τt
t
− τu
u
)
(59)
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where y is the top-quark Yukawa coupling, t = (p1−p3)2, u = (p1−p4)2 are Mandelstam
variables and the fermion spinors are denoted by
τt ≡ t¯L(p3)tR(p1) t¯L(p4)tR(p2), τu ≡ t¯L(p4)tR(p1) t¯L(p3)tR(p2) (60)
The NLO amplitude arises both from one-loop corrections based on the LO Lagrangian,
and from tree-level contributions of the NLO Lagrangian. The Goldstone-boson loop
diagram shown in Fig. 1 gives the correction
A1,loop =
i
16π2
y2
v2
3
2
[
τt
(
ln
µ2
−t +
1
ǫ
− γ + ln 4π + 2
)
− (t→ u)
]
(61)
This contribution is divergent. It needs to be renormalized by the appropriate counter-
term, which is provided by the following piece of the NLO Lagrangian (see eq. (37))
∆L = c
Λ2
OFY 1 → c
16π2v2
t¯LtRt¯LtR (62)
where the last term gives the part of the operator that contributes to the considered
amplitude at tree level. This contribution is
A1,tree =
2ic(0)
16π2v2
(τt − τu) (63)
with the bare coefficient c(0). Absorbing the divergence in (61) into this coefficient by
minimal subtraction (and dropping a constant) one finds for the renormalized NLO
contribution
A1 = A1,loop + A1,tree =
i
16π2
y2
v2
3
2
[
τt
(
ln
µ2
−t +
4
3y2
c(µ)
)
− (t→ u)
]
(64)
The NLO term A1 is suppressed with respect to the LO amplitude A0 as p
2/Λ2, where
p ∼ v is the typical momentum scale of the process. A1 depends on c(µ), a free pa-
rameter of the effective theory, which cancels the dependence on the arbitrary scale µ.
Independently of the local term provided by c, A1 reproduces the correct logarithmic
dependence of the amplitude on t and u at NLO.
It is interesting to compare the effective-theory calculation just described with the
analogous calculation in the usual Standard Model that includes a heavy Higgs boson.
The latter model can be viewed as the simplest UV completion of the electroweak chiral
Lagrangian. The LO amplitude for tRtR → tLtL in the gaugeless limit coincides with
the result in the effective theory given in (59). At NLO, that is, at order p2/Λ2, the
amplitude receives a contribution from tree-level Higgs exchange
Ah1,tree = i
y2
m2h
(τt − τu) (65)
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where the Higgs-boson mass mh is assumed to be large, p
2 ≪ m2h ∼< Λ2 = 16π2v2.
Including 1-loop corrections, one obtains the following term with (large) logarithms of
O(lnm2h/p2)
Ah1,loop =
i
16π2
y2
v2
3
2
[
τt ln
m2h
−t − (t→ u)
]
(66)
This term comes from the Higgs-exchange diagram with a Goldstone-boson loop as a
self-energy insertion in the Higgs propagator. Other loop corrections do not give rise to a
large logarithm and in (66) we have neglected all such nonlogarithmic terms. Combining
(65) and (66), the NLO correction in the heavy-Higgs model reads
Ah1 = A
h
1,tree + A
h
1,loop =
i
16π2
y2
v2
3
2
[
τt
(
ln
m2h
−t +
2
3
16π2v2
m2h
)
− (t→ u)
]
(67)
If the Higgs boson is moderately heavy, p2 ≪ m2h ≪ Λ2, the Higgs sector is still perturba-
tive. In this case, the tree-level term ∼ v2/m2h in (67) is dominating over the logarithmic
piece. As mh increases towards Λ, the Higgs sector becomes strongly coupled and (67)
ceases to be reliable. Besides, the tree-level term starts being comparable to order-one
contributions we have neglected in (67). In this situation we might still consider (67)
as a rough estimate of the full amplitude. In any case, (67) defines a particular UV
completion of the effective-theory amplitude (64). Within such a UV completion, the
coefficient c in (64) can be determined. In the present example one finds, equating (64)
and (67),
c(µ) = y2
(
3
4
ln
m2h
µ2
+
8π2v2
m2h
)
(68)
The logarithmic piece can be fixed from the one-loop UV divergence of the effective
theory, without knowing the details of the physics at the high-energy scale Λ. However,
as the example illustrates especially for a moderate mh, the nonlogarithmic, constant
term may be sizable. In this case the leading logarithmic approximation will not be
accurate. Similar considerations have been given in [9].
8 Conclusions
In this article we have studied an effective field theory (EFT) description of the Standard
Model assuming that the mechanism for spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking is
triggered by strong dynamics at the TeV scale. The resulting theory contains the fields
of the Standard Model but, instead of describing electroweak symmetry breaking by
introducing a Higgs doublet (linear sigma model), one uses a nonlinear realization for
the Goldstone modes.
This article focusses mainly on clarifying the systematics of such an approach: in
particular, we discuss in detail the power-counting of the v/Λ expansion, providing the
formulae needed to determine the complete list of NLO operators. This list is presented
in Landau gauge and, for phenomenological convenience, also in unitary gauge. At NLO
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there are 11 operators without fermion fields, 25 operators involving fermion bilinears and
64 four-quark operators. It is worth recalling that not all of the previous operators are
required as counterterms of our effective field theory. While in some cases it is relatively
easy to identify them, a general and systematic identification of the counterterms would
require to carry out the full renormalization program for the LO operators, something
that lies beyond the scope of the present article.
Several checks have been performed to eliminate redundancies between operators.
In particular, we have emphasized relations between operators from the use of integra-
tion by parts and the equations of motion [17,18]. These relations affect the operators
contributing to triple-gauge-boson interactions.
As an additional cross-check we have reexpressed our basis of operators in the linear
representation. This particular case corresponds to deriving the NLO (dimension-6)
operators in the Standard Model with a Higgs boson. Our results independently confirm
the recent analysis of [24]. The sets of NLO operators in our scenario and in the presence
of a Higgs boson are seen to be related, but there are systematic differences. This is
an additional motivation to study the phenomenology associated with our EFT basis of
operators, especially in electroweak precision observables but also in top-quark physics.
Finally, it is worth stressing that the approach undertaken in this article assumes the
minimal content of Standard Model fields: the electroweak symmetry breaking sector is
characterized only by three Goldstone bosons, which are the longitudinal modes of the
W and Z gauge bosons. Therefore, no extraneous particles are introduced. However,
further light, electroweak-scale particles might in principle exist. It would be interesting
to study the systematics of a similar EFT scenario under this generalization.
A Derivation of the power-counting formula
To obtain the power-counting formula in (15) we start from the different types of vertices
contained in the leading order Lagrangian (2) and (7). Denoting left-handed (right-
handed) fermions, Goldstone bosons and gauge fields by ψL (ψR), ϕ and Xµ, respec-
tively, these vertices have the schematic form of ϕ2i (2i Goldstone boson interaction),
ψ¯L(R)ψR(L)ϕ
k (Yukawa interaction), Xµϕ
l, X2µϕ
s (gauge-Goldstone boson interaction),
X4µ, X
3
µ (gauge boson self interaction), and ψ¯L(R)ψL(R)Xµ (fermion-gauge boson cou-
pling). For each vertex, the factors of momentum p, Yukawa coupling y, gauge coupling
g and electroweak scale v, contributing to the power counting in any diagram, are given
by:
ϕ2i ψ¯L(R)ψR(L)ϕ
k Xµϕ
l X2µϕ
s X4µ X
3
µ ψ¯L(R)ψL(R)Xµ
p2/v2i−2 y/vk−1 gp/vl−1 g2/vs−2 g2 gp g
ni νk ml rs x u zL(zR)
(69)
Here the last line defines the number of the corresponding vertices in a given diagram.
A diagram D with L loops, FL (FR), B, and V, fermion, Goldstone, and gauge field
propagators, FL (FR), B, and V external fermion, Goldstone, and gauge field lines, and
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with the numbers of vertices introduced in (69), contains the factors (z ≡ zL + zR)
D ∼ v
2L
Λ2L
y
∑
k
νkg
∑
l
ml+
∑
s
2rs+2x+u+z
v
∑
i
(2i−2)ni+
∑
k
(k−1)νk+
∑
l
(l−2)ml+
∑
s
(s−2)rs
×p4L+
∑
i
2ni+
∑
l
ml+u−2B−2V−FL−FR−V ψ¯
F 1
L
L ψ
F 2
L
L ψ¯
F 1
R
R ψ
F 2
R
R ϕ
B (Xµν)
V (70)
In writing (70) we have made explicit the external fermion, Goldstone-boson and gauge-
boson fields. We have written the gauge field in terms of the field strength Xµν (rather
than the gauge potentialXµ) and correspondingly associated a factor of p with each gauge
field, Xµν ∼ pXµ. This is because we are interested in the power counting for gauge-
invariant operators containing factors of field-strength tensors. Operators with factors
of Xµ, but without associated momentum p, are not gauge-invariant by themselves and
are related to operators with (gauge-covariant) derivatives. The first factor in (70) is
the loop factor 1/(16π2)L, where we have identified 1/(16π2) = v2/Λ2. The remaining
factors follow immediately from collecting all parts of the diagram.
The expression (70) can be put into a more useful form by employing the well-known
topological identities for Feynman graphs
FL + 2FL =
∑
k
νk + 2zL , FR + 2FR =
∑
k
νk + 2zR (71)
B + 2B =
∑
i
2ini +
∑
k
kνk +
∑
l
lml +
∑
s
srs (72)
V + 2V =
∑
l
ml +
∑
s
2rs + 4x+ 3u+ z (73)
L = FL + FR + B + V −
∑
i
ni −
∑
k
νk −
∑
l
ml −
∑
s
rs − x− u− z + 1 (74)
Using these five equations to eliminate the five quantities FL, FR, B, V and L, one finds
for the power d of momentum factor p in (70)
d = 4−B−2V −3
2
FL−3
2
FR+
∑
i
(2i−2)ni+
∑
k
(k−1)νk+
∑
l
(l−2)ml+
∑
s
(s−2)rs (75)
This corresponds to the standard expression for the superficial degree of divergence of a
diagram, where the nonrenormalizable interactions are seen to give positive contributions
that increase with the number of vertices. This is a correct result, but still not immedi-
ately useful for our purposes. To proceed, we may eliminate the positive contributions
of the nonrenormalizable terms with the help of
2L = 2−B−V −FL−FR+
∑
i
(2i−2)ni+
∑
k
kνk+
∑
l
(l−1)ml+
∑
s
srs+2x+u+z (76)
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which follows from (74) after eliminating FL, FR, B, V. Taking the difference between
(75) and (76), the positive vertex terms in (75) cancel, and one has
d = 2L+ 2− FL + FR
2
− V −
∑
k
νk −
∑
l
ml −
∑
s
2rs − 2x− u− z (77)
Using (77) and (76) in (70) we finally obtain (15).
B Technical aspects of operator building
B.1 Operators without fermions
For this subset of operators the most convenient method is to list the elementary building
blocks of SU(2) algebra, as was done in [9]. With SU(2) elements, only traces of at most
3 elements are not redundant. This follows from
T aT b =
1
4
δab +
i
2
εabcT c , (78)
which implies 〈T aT b〉 ∼ δab and 〈T aT bT c〉 ∼ εabc. For our present purposes we will only
need as SU(2) elements the chiral vector, Lµ = UDµU
†, Wµν and the scalar spurion
τL = UT3U
†, all of which are (anti-) hermitean and traceless. That singles out the
following elementary building blocks:
〈LµLν〉, 〈WµνLλ〉,
〈τLLµ〉, 〈τLWµν〉,
〈LµLνLλ〉, 〈WµνLλLρ〉,
〈τLLµLν〉, 〈τLWµνLλ〉. (79)
The previous building blocks have to be assembled into the dimension-4 operators of
classes UD4, X2U and XUD2, such that traces of 3 elements only show up once in any
operator (since the product of two Levi-Civita tensors is reducible). Lorentz invariance
then naturally selects the possible combinations. It is convenient to separate the possible
operators into two categories: those with and without gauge field strengths. To NLO
the former set consists of
〈LµLν〉〈LµLν〉, 〈LµLµ〉〈LνLν〉,
〈LνLν〉〈τLLµ〉2, 〈LµLν〉〈τLLµ〉〈τLLν〉,
〈τLLµ〉2〈τLLν〉2. (80)
The list consists only of CP-conserving operators: operators involving purely Goldstone
fields are symmetric under the exchange of at least two Lorentz indices and therefore
cancel identically when contracted with the Levi-Civita symbol εµνλρ.
In contrast, operators with gauge field strengths (at NLO) have contributions from
CP-conserving and CP-violating sectors. We will discuss the CP-conserving sector in
detail and later on generalize to the CP-violating sector. The set of CP-conserving
operators one can construct with the building blocks of Eq. (79) is
OXU1 = g′gBµν〈W µντL〉
OXU2 = g2〈WµντL〉2
OXU3 = gεµνλρ〈W µνLλ〉〈τLLρ〉
OXU7 = ig′Bµν〈τL[Lµ, Lν ]〉
OXU8 = ig〈Wµν [Lµ, Lν ]〉
OXU9 = ig〈WµντL〉〈τL[Lµ, Lν ]〉 (81)
One further operator that can be built in this way is not independent:
〈[τL, Lµ]Wµν〉〈τLLν〉 = 1
2
〈τLWµν〉〈τL[Lµ, Lν ]〉 − 1
4
〈Wµν [Lµ, Lν ]〉 (82)
To demonstrate this, we start from the identity (τaL ≡ UT aU †)
〈τLLµW µν〉〈τLLν〉 = 〈τaLLµW µν〉〈τaLLν〉 − 〈τ iLLµW µν〉〈τ iLLν〉 (i 6= 3) (83)
However,
〈τ iLLµW µν〉〈τ iLLν〉 =
i
8
εijk(U †LνU)
i(U †LµU)
j(U †W µνU)k
=
i
8
εi3k(U †LνU)
i(U †LµU)
3(U †W µνU)k
+
i
8
εij3(U †LνU)
i(U †LµU)
j(U †W µνU)3
= −〈τLLνW µν〉〈LµτL〉+ 〈LνLµτL〉〈W µντL〉 (84)
The terms with τaL can be simplified with the SU(2) relation (τ
a
L)ij(τ
a
L)kl =
1
2
δilδjk− 14δijδkl
and one finally obtains (82).
Contrary to the list in (80), three of the operators in (81) can be shown to be
redundant [17,18]. By using the identities
DµτL = [τL, Lµ], (85)
DµLν −DνLµ = −igWµν + ig′BµντL − [Lµ, Lν ], (86)
integration by parts and the equations of motion for the gauge fields,
∂µBµν = g
′
[
Yψψ¯γνψ +
i
2
v2〈τLLν〉
]
DµW aµν = g
[
ψ¯LγνT
aψL − i
2
v2〈T aLν〉
]
(87)
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one finds that
Bµν〈τL[Lµ, Lν ]〉 = −2g′Yψψ¯γµψ〈τLLµ〉 − ig′v2〈τLLµ〉2 + igBµν〈τLWµν〉 − ig
′
2
BµνB
µν
〈Wµν [Lµ, Lν ]〉 = gψ¯LγµLµψL − ig
2
v2〈LµLµ〉+ ig′Bµν〈τLWµν〉 − ig〈WµνW µν〉
〈τLWµν〉〈τL[Lµ, Lν ]〉 = −g
2
ψ¯LγµτLψL〈τLLµ〉+ ig
4
v2〈τLLµ〉2 + ig
2
〈τLWµν〉2
+
g
4
ψ¯LγµL
µψL − ig
8
v2〈LµLµ〉 − ig
4
〈WµνW µν〉 (88)
and thus OXU7 OXU8 and OXU9 above can be eliminated.
For the CP-violating sector one can likewise write:
OXU4 = g′gεµνλρ〈τLW µν〉Bλρ
OXU5 = g2εµνλρ〈τLW µν〉〈τLW λρ〉
OXU6 = g〈WµνLµ〉〈τLLν〉
OXU10 = ig′εµνλρBµν〈τL[Lλ, Lρ]〉
OXU11 = igεµνλρ〈W µν [Lλ, Lρ]〉
OXU12 = igεµνλρ〈W µντL〉〈τL[Lλ, Lρ]〉 (89)
Similarly to the list in (81), there is no further independent structure beyond the six
operators shown. This is because (82) also holds when Wµν → W˜µν . Proceeding
in the same way as for the CP-conserving sector, and recalling the Bianchi identity
εµνλρ∂
µBνλ = 0 = εµνλρD
µW νλ, one can show the relations
εµνλρB
µν〈τL[Lλ, Lρ]〉 = igεµνλρBµν〈τLW λρ〉
εµνλρ〈W µν [Lλ, Lρ]〉 = ig′εµνλρBµν〈τLW λρ〉
εµνλρ〈τLW µν〉〈τL[Lλ, Lρ]〉 = ig
2
εµνλρ〈τLW µν〉〈τLW λρ〉 (90)
and therefore OXU10 OXU11 and OXU12 above are redundant. The previous relations
hold up to total derivatives, i.e., also neglecting the anomalous operator W˜µνW
µν .
B.2 Four-fermion operators
The (L¯L)(L¯L), (R¯R)(R¯R) and (L¯L)(R¯R) groups are rather straightforward to dress
with chiral fields. In order to study the groups (L¯R)(L¯R) and (L¯R)(R¯L) it is convenient
to parametrize the chiral field as follows:
U =
(
eiα cos θ −eiβ sin θ
e−iβ sin θ e−iα cos θ
)
≡ (ω˜, ω) (91)
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The SU(2) doublets trivially satisfy ω†ω = ω˜†ω˜ = 1. The unitarity of U also implies
ω˜ω˜† + ωω† = 1.
One can show that (lepton and baryon-conserving) 4-fermion operators can only
appear as hypercharge Y = 0,±1. This follows from an explicit enumeration of all
possibilities. For the first category the 4-fermion operators have to be dressed with ω, ω˜,
to ensure hypercharge conservation. The following projections turn out to be useful
UP+ = (ω˜, 0), UP12 = (0, ω˜)
UP21 = (ω, 0), UP− = (0, ω) (92)
For instance, for the combination (l¯eR)(q¯uR), one finds the two possibilites:
(l¯ω˜eR) (q¯ωuR) = (l¯UP12η) (q¯UP21r)
(l¯ωeR) (q¯ω˜uR) = (l¯UP−η) (q¯UP+r) (93)
For the Y = ±1 4-fermion operators, one achieves global neutral hypercharge dressing
with the combinations ω, ω and ω˜, ω˜. However, notice that the resulting operators are
not independent, but rather related by hermitian conjugation.
B.3 Fermion bilinear operators
For this sector it is more convenient to work with the generic four combinations (signs
are uncorrelated):
P±AP±, (94)
where P± = 12 ±T3 are flavor projectors and A is any traceless, hermitean SU(2) matrix
(for instance iLµ, τL, or Wµν). As such, A has only two independent elements and can
be parametrized as
A =
(
a b
b† −a
)
. (95)
Notice that Eq. (94) actually selects the different components of A, namely
P+AP+ = aP+,
P+AP− = bP12,
P−AP+ = b†P21,
P−AP− = −aP−, (96)
where
a = tr(T3A),
b = tr(P21A),
b† = tr(P12A), (97)
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and Pij are the SU(2) ladder operators. Inserting as many times Eq. (94) between
fermion bilinears as needed, one can easily exhaust the list of operators for any dimension.
Notice that the products of projectors have to be conveniently threaded using P+P+ =
P+, P−P− = P− and P+P− = P−P+ = 0. For instance, consider NLO operators to the
Yukawa terms Q¯LUP±QR. One has to consider operators stemming from
Q¯LU [P±RµP±R
µP±]QR, (98)
where Rµ = U
†DµU . Out of the 8 possibilities to connect the two projectors, only 6 are
independent (up to h.c.), namely
Q¯LUP±QR〈τLLµ〉2, Q¯LUP±QR〈LµLµ〉,
Q¯LUP12QR〈P21Rµ〉〈τLLµ〉, Q¯LUP21QR〈P12Rµ〉〈τLLµ〉. (99)
Analogously, NLO operators to the left-handed vector current will come from
Q¯Lγ
µU [P±RµP±]U
†QL. (100)
Out of the 4 possibilities, 3 are linearly independent (up to h.c.):
iQ¯LγµQL〈τLLµ〉, iQ¯LγµτLQL〈τLLµ〉, iQ¯LγµUP12U †QL〈P21Rµ〉. (101)
C NLO operators in unitary gauge
In order to get a clearer picture of the phenomenological consequences of the NLO
operators, it is convenient to write them down in unitary gauge. In this gauge only
physical particles are present, that is, U = 1 and the Goldstone bosons are traded in for
the longitudinal modes of theW and Z gauge bosons. In the following, we will rotate the
W aµ and Bµ fields and express operators in terms of physical gauge bosons. An exception
will be made with the operators OXUj , which are more conveniently expressed in terms
of W 3µν and Bµ, since they contribute to the oblique parameters S, T and U .
The leading order Lagrangian LU then reduces to the mass term for the gauge bosons
and fermions:
LU = v
2
8
[
2g2W+µ W
µ− + (g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ
]− v (u¯LYuuR + d¯LYddR + e¯LYeeR + h.c.)
(102)
The leading custodial symmetry breaking operator (9) can be expressed as
Lβ1 = −
β1v
2
4
(
gW 3µ − g′Bµ
)2 ≡ −β1v2
4
(g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ (103)
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Likewise, one can list the NLO operators for each class of section 4 (in the following we
will omit those operators that in a general gauge do not contain the chiral field U):
OD1 = 1
4
[
2g2W+µ W
µ− + (g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ
]2
OD2 = 1
4
[
g2(W+µ W
−
ν +W
+
ν W
−
µ ) + (g
2 + g′2)ZµZν
]2
OD3 = 1
16
[
(g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ
]2
OD4 = −1
8
[
(g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ
] [
2g2W+ν W
−ν + (g2 + g′2)ZνZ
ν
]
OD5 = −1
8
[
(g2 + g′2)ZµZν
] [
2g2W+µ W
−
ν + (g
2 + g′2)ZµZν
]
OXU1 = g
′g
2
BµνW 3µν OXU2 =
g2
4
W 3µνW
3µν
OXU3 = g
4
εµνλρ
[
gW aµνW
a
λ − g′W 3µνBλ
] [
g′Bρ − gW 3ρ
]
OXU4 = g
′g
2
εµνλρBµνW
3
λρ OXU5 =
g2
4
εµνλρW 3µνW
3
λρ
OXU6 = g
4
[
gW aµνW
aµ − g′W 3µνBµ
] [
g′Bν − gW 3ν]
OψV 1 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
q¯γµqZµ OψV 2 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
q¯γµT3qZµ
OψV 3 = − g√
2
u¯Lγ
µdLW
+
µ OψV 4 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
u¯Rγ
µuRZµ
OψV 5 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
d¯Rγ
µdRZµ OψV 6 = − g√
2
u¯Rγ
µdRW
+
µ
OψV 7 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
l¯γµlZµ OψV 8 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
l¯γµT3lZµ
OψV 9 = − g√
2
ν¯Lγ
µeLW
+
µ OψV 10 = −
√
g2 + g′2
2
e¯Rγ
µeRZµ
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OψS1,2 = 1
2
(u¯LuR, d¯LdR)
[
2g2W+µ W
−µ + (g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ
]
OψS3,4 = −g
2 + g′2
4
(u¯LuR, d¯LdR)ZµZ
µ
OψS5 = −g
√
g2 + g′2
2
√
2
u¯LdRW
+
µ Z
µ OψS6 = −g
√
g2 + g′2
2
√
2
d¯LuRW
−
µ Z
µ
OψS7 = 1
2
e¯LeR
[
2g2W+µ W
−µ + (g2 + g′2)ZµZ
µ
]
OψS8 = −g
2 + g′2
4
e¯LeRZµZ
µ OψS9 = −g
√
g2 + g′2
2
√
2
ν¯LeRW
+
µ Z
µ
OψT1 = −g
√
g2 + g′2
2
√
2
u¯Lσ
µνdRW
+
µ Zν OψT2 = −
g
√
g2 + g′2
2
√
2
d¯Lσ
µνuRW
−
µ Zν
OψT3,4 = g
2
2
(u¯Lσ
µνuR, d¯Lσ
µνdR)W
+
µ W
−
ν
OψT5 = −g
√
g2 + g′2
2
√
2
ν¯Lσ
µνeRW
+
µ Zν OψT6 =
g2
2
e¯Lσ
µνeRW
+
µ W
−
ν
OψX1 = gsu¯LσµνGµνuR OψX2 = gsd¯LσµνGµνdR
OψX3 = g u¯LσµνuR (∂µW 3ν + igW+µ W−ν ) +
√
2g d¯Lσ
µνuR (∂µW
−
ν + igW
−
µ W
3
ν )
OψX4 = −g d¯LσµνdR (∂µW 3ν + igW+µ W−ν ) +
√
2g u¯Lσ
µνdR (∂µW
+
ν − igW+µ W 3ν )
OψX5 = −g e¯LσµνeR (∂µW 3ν + igW+µ W−ν ) +
√
2g ν¯Lσ
µνeR (∂µW
+
ν − igW+µ W 3ν )
OψX6 = g′u¯LσµνBµνuR OψX7 = g′d¯LσµνBµνdR OψX8 = g′e¯LσµνBµνeR
OLL6 = q¯γµT3q q¯γµT3q OLL7 = q¯γµT3q q¯γµq
OLL8 = q¯αγµT3qβ q¯βγµT3qα OLL9 = q¯αγµT3qβ q¯βγµqα
OLL10 = q¯γµT3q l¯γµT3l OLL11 = q¯γµT3q l¯γµl
OLL12 = q¯γµq l¯γµT3l OLL13 = q¯γµT3l l¯γµT3q
OLL14 = q¯γµT3l l¯γµq OLL15 = l¯γµT3l l¯γµT3l
OLL16 = l¯γµT3l l¯γµl
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OLR10 = q¯γµT3q u¯RγµuR OLR11 = q¯γµTAT3q u¯RγµTAuR
OLR12 = q¯γµT3q d¯RγµdR OLR13 = q¯γµTAT3q d¯RγµTAdR
OLR14 = u¯RγµuR l¯γµT3l OLR15 = d¯RγµdR l¯γµT3l
OLR16 = q¯γµT3q e¯RγµeR OLR17 = l¯γµT3l e¯RγµeR
OLR18 = q¯γµT3l e¯RγµdR
OST5 = u¯LuR d¯LdR OST6 = d¯LuR u¯LdR
OST7 = u¯LTAuR d¯LTAdR OST8 = d¯LTAuR u¯LTAdR
OST9 = u¯LuR e¯LeR OST10 = d¯LuR ν¯LeR
OST11 = u¯LσµνuR e¯LσµνeR OST12 = d¯LσµνuR ν¯LσµνeR
OFY 1 = u¯LuR u¯LuR OFY 2 = u¯LTAuR u¯LTAuR
OFY 3 = d¯LdR d¯LdR OFY 4 = d¯LTAdR d¯LTAdR
OFY 5 = d¯LdR u¯RuL OFY 6 = d¯LTAdR u¯RTAuL
OFY 7 = d¯LdR e¯LeR OFY 8 = d¯LσµνdR e¯LσµνeR
OFY 9 = e¯LeR u¯RuL OFY 10 = e¯LeR e¯LeR
OFY 11 = e¯LdR u¯RνL
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